Carlo Scarpa, Sergio Los, Carlo Scarpa, 2009, Architecture, 96 pages. Carlo Scarpa (1906–1978) was denied the appropriate appreciation during his lifetime. His work was dismissed as "just" being art and only after his death people began to ....


Carlo Scarpa, architect intervening with history, Carlo Scarpa, R. Nicholas Olsberg, Guido Guidi, Centre canadien d'architecture, 1999, Architecture, 253 pages. Carlo Scarpa has long been recognized as one of the most important architects of the 20th century. His exceptional ability to utilize craftmanship, paired with his respect for ....


Carlo Scarpa, Bianca Albertini, 1988, Architecture, 226 pages. Unexpected solutions, playfulness, a formal elegance are all part of Carlo Scarpa's richly inventive approach to transforming sources—an approach that allowed him to create ....


Bruno Minardi, Issue 51, Bruno Minardi, 1997, Architecture, 128 pages. Although the designs and writings of Italian architect and professor, Bruno Minardi have been published internationally, this is the first monograph on his work to appear in ....


Museums are architectural trend-setters. Culture sponsoring and their ....